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Name:  _key_
TYPE YOUR NAME ABOVE

ECE 205 Exam No. 2 (100pts. - 25% of the final grade)

General Remarks
This exam is take home.  You can use your notes, books, and any existing Web-based resources. You must not ask other people to help you with solving the 
problems or post the questions on an Internet forum for discussion.  Please fill in your answers in the areas that are marked as highlighted in yellow and 
expand them as needed. In the case of multiple-choice questions, erase all incorrect responses.  Please return your exam online as a file attachment 
answer to a single question quiz in the Tests & Quizzes section.  You can submit your answers only once.  If you miss the deadline of 120 minutes or the 
end of the day, whatever comes first then to submission on Canvas will close. In that case email this test to the instructor  and accept a 2 point late 
submission penalty for the each started hour counting from Canvas reported start time. 

DL: _7_ ERR: ___ PTS: ___
DL – exam difficulty level (adjustment), ERR – exam errors, PTS – exam points.

Question 1 (25pts.=10+5+5+5)
For this question set consider that port pins are numbered 76543210.  The operations are carried using a 
hypothetical port D that is configured like any typical AVR8 family processor and is controlled using SFRs 
DDRD, PORTD, and PIND.  An UART utilizes pins 0 and 1.  The configuration of those pins must not be altered.  
Implement the functions requested below that would be utilized in an application program that follows 
Hardware Abstraction Layer concept that is used in this course.  

Question 1A (10pts.)
Implement the content of a C language function that configures pin 2 to serve as a digital input with a pull up 
resistor and pin 3 to serve as a push-pull digital output.  Leave all other pins of the port configured “as is”.

void test2_Setup() {

  DDRD  &= 0b11111011;
//   1  2  3                   each mistake -1 until -10 reached

  DDRD  |= 0b00001000;   // can combine DDRD = (DDRD & 0xFB) | 0x08;
//   1  2  3                        or  1    2  3    4 5       6

  PORTD |= 0b00000100;
//   1  2  3
//   and 1 off for any extra code until -10 reached

}

Question 1B (5pts.)
Implement the content of a C language function that sets the pin 3 to low/digital 0 when x==0, and to 
high/digital 1 otherwise.  Do not alter the state of any other pins of the port.

void test2_set(uint8_t x) {

  if ( x == 0 ) PORTD = PORTD & 0b11110111; else PORTD = PORTD | 0b00001000;

}
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Question 1C (5pts.)
Implement the content of a C language function that reads the state of pin 2.  The function shall return 0 if 
that state is low/digital 0 and 1 if that state is high/digital.

uint8_t test2_get() {

  if ( PIND & 0b00000100 !=0 ) return(1); else return(0);
// 1   2    3 4                5          6    7, until -5 reached

  // return( PIND & 0b00000100 !=0 ); // alternative solution

}

Question 1D (5pts.)
Write a piece of code that does certain operations on the given variable uint8_t data; so that certain 
bits are set off, on, and shifted as indicated by the following diagram.  Dn indicates the value of the n-
th bit in the original state data where D0 is the least significant bit.  Correct solution that requires 
only one formula without temporary variables or if-else statements will receive full credit.  
Using arithmetic operations like * / + - may also produce the result but will not receive any credit. 

before Old D7 Old D6 Old D5 Old D4 Old D3 Old D2 Old D1 Old D0

after 0 0 0 0 1 1 Old D3 Old D2

data = (   (data >> 2) & 0b00000011 ) |   0b00001100   ;

// grading:  1 2  3  4  5           6     7, each mistake -1 until -5 reached
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Question 2 (25pts.=%+5+5+5+5)
This set of questions refers to the theory and basic practical information about interrupts in general and to 
Atmega328P Pin Changed and Timer1 interrupts in particular.

Question 2A (5pts.)
How to enable and disable all interrupts globally in case of Atmega328P (or another µC from this family)?

Type your answer by replacing this text inside the yellow highlighter…

Question 2B (5pts.)
What are the major steps that happen when an interrupt is enabled and is triggered?

Type your answer by replacing this text inside the yellow highlighter…
According to your textbook there are four steps of an interrupt life cycle.

Question 2C (5pts.)
Check in the data sheets or your textbook:  There are three ports and there can be up to 23 digital pins. How 
many pin changed interrupts are there?  List those interrupts both by their short name and number.

Type your answer by replacing this text inside the yellow highlighter…

See table 11-1 in the ATmega328P Data Sheet.

Question 2D (5pts.)
Check in the data sheets or your textbook:  How many interrupts are associated with Timer1?  List those 
interrupts both by their short name and number.

Type your answer by replacing this text inside the yellow highlighter…

See table 11-1 in the ATmega328P Data Sheet.

Question 2E (5pts.)
Explain the default behavior of 8-bit Atmega microcontrollers (like Atmega328P) when another interrupt is 
activated while one interrupt is already in progress.  (Hint:  “Interrupt inside an Interrupt”) 

Type your answer by replacing this text inside the yellow highlighter…
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Question 3 (25pts.=10+10+5)
This set of questions refers to utilization of the Atmega328P Timer/Counter1.

Question 3A (10pts.)
Assume Atmega328P Bus Clock of 16MHz and Programmable Divider set to its highest value.  The 
Timer/counter counts the pulses from that programmable divider (prescaler).  What is the minimum 
frequency of interrupts generated by the Timer/Counter1?  

Provide all partial answers as requested below.

CPU/bus frequency: 16 MHz (provided)

Maximum Prescaler setting: _1024_

The timer/counter capacity: 16 bits (provided)

The number of bits in this timer/counter: _16__ bits

The  timer/counter capacity: _65536_ (0 to 65535)

The minimum interrupt frequency in CTC 4 mode: _0.24_ Hz

Question 3B (10pts.)
An Atmega chip (not necessarily Atmega328P) runs using bus clock of 1MHz.  You need to generate 
an interrupt of frequency of 50Hz.  Assuming use of an 8-bit counter/timer and availability of the 
prescalers at: 1, 8, 64, and 512:  What is the best choice for prescaler settings and for the output 
compare register value that is used as in our typical timer/counter example setting? 

Provide all partial answers as requested below.

CPU/bus frequency: 1 MHz (provided)

The timer/counter capacity: 8 bits (provided)

The number of bits in this timer/counter: _8_ bits

The  timer/counter capacity: _256_ (0 to 255)

The desired compare match interrupt frequency: 50 Hz (provided)

The best prescaler setting: _512_ (Choose from: 1, 8, 64, 512)

The  output compare register value for CTC 4 mode: _38_ (round to an integer value if 
appropriate)                                                          // divide by 39.0625==39 so count from 0 to 38

The actual interrupt frequency for the settings above: _50.08_ Hz
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Question 3C (5pts.)
The project requires PWM at a 100Hz controlled with 20% resolution, .i.e. PWM rate of 0%, 20%, 
40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%.  The PWM is generated by software run from a Timer interrupt.  What is 
the minimum sufficient interrupt frequency.  Provide the numerical answer and a very brief 
explanation.

The minimum required interrupt frequency is _500_ Hz.

It is so because… we need to count 0 (cut off for 0% or otherwise we do not set output hing at all), 1 (cut off for 
20%), 2 (for 40%), 3( for 60%), 4 for (80%) and 5 which becomes 0 for (for 100% we do not cut off output, we 
restart counting with the output high). We do all five operations/checks 100 times per second so we need to do 
them one by one at five times higher rate. 
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Question 4 (25pts.)
The code below is similar to but not exactly as in the most recent homework assignment.  It is similar 
to several versions of the examples that we developed in class.  Please fill in the blanks in the code 
per instructions provided in the comments placed in the code.  Some blanks may need to remain 
empty.  For the sake of compactness/to reduce the number of lines of code some good coding 
practices may  have been suspended.

#include whatever-is-necessary
// a 1 byte variable that is accessed both in the interrupt and in the main

_static volatile uint8_t_ flag; // note: static optional, volatile is a must

// Below: Timer callback function/interrupt run at 100 Hz

_void_ Timer1CallBackFN ( __ ) __ { 

_static uint8_t_ counter _= 0_ ;

if ( _counter>0_ ) counter--; else counter = _99_ ; // note: =fint/floop-1

if ( _counter==0_ ) flag = 1; // enable the main loop cycle at 1 Hz

// note: we set the flag every 100 interrupts so any number 0..99 works

}

int main() {

    setupDigitalIO(); // this sets up whatever else is needed

    Timer1_initialize( 100, _Timer1CallBackFN_, timer_prescale_64 );

    _sei()_ ;

    while ( _1_ ) {

        while ( _flag==0_ ) ; 

        flag = _0_ ;

        // note: we use 0/1 as false/true but any value !=1 would work

        doWhateverNeeded(); // whatever else is needed once a second 

    }

    return(0);

}

End of the Test
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